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Dear Heads of Chambers / Criminal Teams, 

 

RE: The Listing of Trials at Lewes, Brighton and Hove 

 

As I know you are all aware, trials have now begun again at Lewes Crown Court. At the 

moment, trials have commenced in two courtrooms in Hove and one in Brighton. Work is 

underway to make more courtrooms “Covid compliant”. 

 

I have been asked to effectively become a focal point for communication between the Bar 

and the Court in respect of the way forward in respect of the listing of trials. 

 

Juliet Fisher, Listing Officer at Lewes, has been working tirelessly along with HHJ Laing QC to 

make the most efficient use of the resources available and to list as many trials as possible. 

As we all understand, in these unprecedented times some very difficult decisions have to be 

made in respect of which trials are going to be listed and which have to adjourned.  

 

I can report on a personal note how well the new “Covid compliant” courtrooms are working. 

Having this week concluded a two-defendant, two complainant historic child sexual abuse 

trial which was completed in seven days before HHJ Henson QC in Hove, I was both pleased 

and surprised by how smoothly everything ran. I understand that some may have had slightly 

less positive experiences of trials commencing in the last couple of weeks, but from what I 

have heard the reasons for the vats majority of problems seems to have been issues unrelated 

to Covid and more the sort of things that have derailed trials for years (equipment not 

working, counsel having to withdraw etc). 

 

Juliet has kindly provided me with the list at the end of this document which sets out clearly 

which fixtures the Court currently plans to list between now and Christmas. Please could you 

ensure that your clerks and members involved in any of these cases are aware of the plan to 

list these cases? 

 

There are a number of really important points that every barrister practicing in Lewes, and 

their clerks, will need to bear in mind: 

 

1. The start dates of the trials listed may vary depending on trials listed before them 

finishing earlier or later than expected. Trials must be ready.  
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2. Each of the trials in the attached document have been identified as one which the 

Court plan to list in the week identified. Of course, there are many reasons over which 

the Court have absolutely no control which could ensure that this plan may change in 

respect of an individual case. However, we must work on the basis that these fixtures 

will be listed. 

 

 

3. These are the cases which the Court are currently planning on listing and so both sides 

must make sure that they are trial ready. Understandably, the Court are going to be 

extremely unimpressed if they are presented with reasons why a case is not, in fact, 

trial-ready on the first day of trial. Every single trial slot is worth more than its weight 

in gold in current climate – if slots are wasted then there will be severe knock-on 

effects for other cases. On this note, if people have those cases in their diaries which 

they anticipate may well be guilty pleas on the day of trial, please can thought be given 

to active engagement with the other side to see if this can be sorted out before the 

matter is listed for trial. Whilst we all know that it is often the listing of a trial that 

focusses the mind of a Defendant, I have had a number of cases recently, both 

Prosecuting and Defending, where active engagement with the other side has resulted 

in acceptable pleas being entered and the case being resolved. 

 

4. Fixtures not on the attached list will remain as currently listed and parties will be 

notified nearer the time if they are not going to be heard. Please can we stop clerks 

from contacting the List Office asking for trials to be called on? Juliet and the rest of 

the team are working extremely hard at the moment to try and get as many trials as 

possible up and running – they will contact us in respect of trials which they intend to 

list.   

 

As HHJ Laing QC said in the last Lewes Court User Update: 

 

“As I said in my last missive, the one thing I ask you NOT to raise with either Juliet or 

myself is a plea to get your fixture on. Every case in the diary has a good claim to be 

tried as soon as possible, but with the present limited number of trial courts that simply 

is not possible. I have to try and fit as many cases as I can in, those with defendants in 

custody generally are the priority, followed by cases involving very young or elderly or 

vulnerable witnesses or defendant. There are no easy answers I am afraid, I am just 

doing the best I can but pleading with me to get your case on does not help!” 

 

Please can we all ensure that our clerks are aware of this and that members are not 

asking their clerks to request that their trials are listed? Juliet and the team are 

extremely helpful and are keen to assist us all in respect of listing wherever possible, 

it is important that we do not overburden them with requests to list trials despite 

being asked not to do so. 
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5. Trials in warned lists must also be trial-ready. They will be called in to fill any gaps 

created by fixtures going short. Please can everyone make sure that their warned list 

cases are ready to go and address any potential trial-readiness issues BEFORE the case 

is called on. As with fixtures, any Judge hearing a warned list case is going to be 

extremely unimpressed with being told that the case is not trial ready on day one of 

trial. I reiterate, every single trial slot is more valuable than ever before. 

 

6. In respect of warned list cases, priority will be given to defendants in custody with a 

CTL. If a custody warned list case is not reached, then it will “roll-over” in to the next 

warned list. It is therefore really important that everyone is prepared for custody 

warned cases to be called on and that, when they are, they are trial ready. 

 

7. All other non-custody cases will be given a provisional fixture date administratively by 

the List Office. The age of the case will determine when matters are provisionally 

listed. 

 

8. In respect of contact from the Court, the Listing Team will use the contact details 

within the PTPH form where the “Case Progression Officer” is listed. Please can 

everyone ensure that this section is completed with the relevant details prior to the 

PTPH and then updated as necessary after PTPH if the details change? Juliet will invite 

the person listed in this section to a Microsoft Teams meeting at 13.00 hrs on the 

Wednesday prior to the trial being listed in order to confirm trial readiness. At this 

meeting, the Judge and Courtroom will be confirmed. The attached “Pre-Trial 

Questionnaire” details the standard questions that will be asked at this meeting. 

Please can all counsel ensure that the Case Progression Officer in their trial is equipped 

to answer the questions. 

 

Please could the above be communicated to your respective teams and clerks? 

 

If anyone has any questions , comments or feedback regarding any of the above then please 

do not hesitate to contact me directly either via email at rosstalbott@lambbuilding.co.uk or 

on 07890 683785. 

 

All the best, 

 

Ross 

 

 

 

mailto:rosstalbott@lambbuilding.co.uk
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The Cases Which Lewes Currently Plan to List 

 

Week Commencing 5th October: 

T20200230/T20200063 47NC0324519  Cooper t/e 10 days     New Trial 

T20197422 47CC4764819  Canlin (Part Heard)     Part Heard 

T20197397  47EE4171119/1  Semedo/Pereira/Pereira t/e 2-3 weeks  New Trial 

T20197366 47CC3745819  D’Agostino & Petriccione   Part Heard 

 

T20207041 47cc6093820  Miah       Back Up 

Trial 

 

Week Commencing 12th October: 

T20200230/T20200063 47NC0324519 Cooper t/e 10 days     Part Heard 

T20197422 47CC4764819  Canlin (Part Heard)    Part Heard 

T20197397 47EE4171119/1  Semedo/Pereira/Pereira t/e 2-3 weeks  Part Heard 

T20197366 47CC3745819  D’Agostino & Petriccione   Part Heard 

 

T20200123 47EH6481120  Hoath t/e 3 days   Back Up Trial 

 

Week Commencing 19th October: 

T20197397 47NC0324519  Semedo/Pereira/Pereira t/e 2-3 weeks  Part Heard 

T20197366 47CC3745819  D’Agostino & Petriccione   Part Heard 

T20197259 47EE2692818  Roe & Tate t/e 4 weeks    New Trial 

T20197446 47CC4131919  Al-Hassan     New Trial  

 

T20197430 47CC0707917  Zaman     Back Up Trial (2) 

T20207153 47CC7996320  Hannington    Back Up Trial (2) 

T20190439 47CC4384718                           Dube (reserved to Judge Laing – may have to be put back a 

week)                                                                                                                                        Back Up Trial (3) 

 

Week Commencing 26th October: 

T20197259 47EE2692818   Roe & Tate      Part Heard 

T20197366 47CC3745819  D’Agostino & Petriccione   Part Heard 

T20207106 47WW3879019  Scott-O’Connor     New Trial 

T20197196 47CC0675518  Reeves      New Trial 

T20207099 47EH7250120  Bryan      New Trial 

T20197231 47CC1248616  Jiang      New Trial 

 

T20190717 47EE4535018  Jones              Back Up Trial 

 

Week Commencing 2nd November: 

T20207067 47WW0286716  Wells      New Trial 

T20197196 47CC0675518  Reeves      Part Heard 

T20197259 47EE2692818   Roe & Tate     Part Heard 

T20207099 47EH7250120  Bryan      Part Heard 

T20207095 47CC7018320  Richards & Smith (To start on Wednesday 4th) New Trial  

T20190163/T20190271 47CC0676419 Odewusi     New Trial 
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T20200071 47EH6040020  Kashdan-Cort (To start on Tuesday 3rd)  New Trial  

 

 

Week Commencing 9th November: 

T20207067 47WW0286716   Wells     Part Heard 

T20197259 47EE2692818    Roe & Tate    Part Heard 

T20207095 47CC7018320    Richardson & Smith   Part Heard 

T20207023 47CC5706520   Appleton     New Trial 

T20207170 47EH1986819   Davis      New Trial 

T20200073 47EH6076420   Lockhart    New Trial 

 

T20200282 47NC8010920   McCabe             Back Up Trial 

 

Week Commencing 16th November: 

T20207067 47WW0286716   Wells     Part Heard 

T20207037 47NC6157920   Kaikai     New Trial 

T20207073 47EE2245018   Stanyard    New Trial 

T20207095 47CC7018320    Richardson & Smith   Part Heard 

T20207023 47CC5706520   Appleton    Part Heard 

T20207170 47EH1986819   Davis     Part Heard 

 

Week Commencing 23rd November: 

T20207165 47EH8271920   Perry     New Trial 

T20200226 47CC7804920   Clement    New Trial 

T20207073 47EE2245018   Stanyard    Part Heard 

T20207095 47CC7018320    Richardson & Smith   Part Heard 

T20207134 47CC1904618   Lineker     New Trial 

T20190602 47EH1226819   Wells     New Trial 

 

Week Commencing 30th November: 

T20197454 47CC5328919   Gobar     New Trial 

T20190634 47NC1698217   Jefford     New Trial 

T20197395 47NC1360317   Vico-Green    New Trial 

T20207133 47NC4275219   Haleemdeen    New Trial 

T20207107 47WC2359919   Mongey    New Trial 

T20190602 47EH1226819   Wells     Part Heard 

 

Week Commencing 7th December: 

T20197454 47CC5328919   Gobar     Part Heard 

T20190634 47NC1698217   Jefford     Part Heard 

T20197395 47NC1360317   Vico-Green    Part Heard 

T20197107 47WC2359919   Mongey    Part Heard 

T20190724 47EE0337618   Streeter    New Trial 

 

Week Commencing 14th December: 

 

T20190565 47CC3244916   Sargent     New Trial 

T20207148 47WW7926720   Coppendale     New Trial 
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T20207192 47EH8549020   O’Driscoll    New Trial 

T20207162 47EH8184920   Pfundstien    New Trial 

T20207120 47CC2425018   Hughes     New Trial 

T20207168 62HA0735318   Parker     New Trial 

 

 


